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Introduction:
Why an Internet of Things?

Technology has been instrumental in shaping our
civilization and our way of life, transforming everything
around us in one form or another. With new
technologies stepping in, transformation is inevitable.
A lot of what we could only imagine a few years
earlier is our reality today, thanks to these
technologies that enable us to do new things and
other things better.

which can be analyzed to predict possible failures.
Such predictive diagnostics means preventive
maintenance can be scheduled to ensure production
is not affected.

Innovation in technology has generally been borne out
of unmet needs. There are also other innovations
that provide us a better way to do things and just
become a way of life. The internet is a case in point.
Today’s world takes a new dimension with the
Internet of Things (IoT) connecting things that have
been used in silos till now, invariably changing the way
we do things. What used to be a way to connect
people is now so much more. Now, it’s all about
‘connecting’ things ranging from industrial equipment
to everyday household appliances like your microwave
or washing machine. This idea of things
communicating with each other will impact us in more
ways than one. The possibilities thrown open by IoT
are limitless.

Imagine a patient who has a chronic condition and
has undergone surgery which requires a couple of
weeks for recuperation. Normally, the patient
remains in hospital and under observation. While this
is standard practice, there are several reasons why
this is not an ideal solution. Considering the 18%
vacancy rate for physicians and the wait list for
hospital beds together with the high cost of care
delivery, healthcare needs better solutions.

As of 2011, there were an estimated 9 billion
connected devices, a little more than the globe’s
population. By the end of the decade, there will be
over 24 billion such devices1. Every home could
eventually have over 25 devices that are connected
to each other and the internet; for example, your
next washing machine could be communicating with
other devices in your home and to the smart grid
infrastructure outside your home, working in sync to
ensure your laundry is done at off peak hours at
lower energy costs.
Let us take a moment to imagine a few of the
possibilities.
Factories and production environments utilize a lot of
equipment and machinery that are complex and
expensive to operate and maintain. Maintenance
costs of such equipment account for a significant
portion of operating costs. Connecting the equipment
with sensors through a common platform can provide
invaluable data about the condition of the equipment,

This is just one of the infinite ways in which we can
adopt IoT to provide connected services. IoT offers
extraordinary possibilities in several areas.

IoT could be the answer. IoT can be leveraged to
ensure that the patient is monitored remotely using
portable/wearable monitors that constantly record
and transmit health parameters in real time. The
patient can then recuperate at home and can even
be monitored on the move, with alerts being
triggered appropriately. An IoT system could also
enable remote consultations with specialists.
Apart from the possibilities discussed here, IoT will
also enable enterprises to transform to a B2B2C
business model from conventional B2B models. This
transformation will become possible when enterprises
start implementing IoT based solutions to tailor
unique customer experiences. This transformation
could, conceivably, begin from any part of the value
chain from marketing, product development and
customer
services
to
supply
chains
and
manufacturing.
We will certainly witness IoT becoming a
driving growth over the next few decades,
in the areas of Connected Solutions and
Services such as Connected Healthcare,
Homes, Connected Cars, Connected
Connected Cities and more.

1. “Internet of things will have 24 billion devices by 2020” Gigaom, http://gigaom.com/2011/10/13/internet-of-things-will-have-24-billion-devices-by-2020/
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Section 1:
A Data Deluge
Data has traditionally been a result of someone attempting to find an answer. All data either had a purpose or
served a specific role in an outcome.
That is changing.
Data today comes from a variety of sources. This data is not structured. It does not even have to be stored. But
that does not mean unstructured data cannot be used. We are already witnessing new paradigms in Big Data.
We must find a way to use this huge amount of unstructured data as it offers us opportunities to create new
innovations. In fact, unstructured data can help us establish new relationships between hitherto unrelated data
sets and gather invaluable intelligence. With machine data and human data co-existing seamlessly, the opportunity
to gather intelligence from unrelated, unstructured data sources is immense.
Analytics is THE GAME CHANGER here.
Tools and techniques that can help us visualize seemingly complex relationships or glean latent insight from
diverse data are pushing data to the forefront of innovation and progress everywhere.
Engineering Analytics and our ability to harness Big Data is redefining how we do things going forward.

A Data Deluge
The 21st century has been witness to significant
strides in service delivery and transformation across
several industries. Technology has been a key reason
for this. Technology has been successful in making
things simpler, better and convenient. It has also
been instrumental in creating new behavior and
modifying behavior among users, which is one of the
reasons it has been so extensively adopted for
multiple purposes.
With every improvement in technology, data has
grown at lightning speed. For instance, the volume of
data that we have today is just a fraction of the
volume we will have in 2020. And, over a third of all
that data (around 12 zettabytes) will be either on the
cloud or transferred through it2. We now add 426
million photos to Facebook every day and 73 photos
every second to Instagram. We consume over
29,000 petabytes of video a year today, which will
bloat to over 89,000 petabytes in 2018 (3 times as
much)34. Compare this to a total volume of just 75
petabytes at the turn of the century and we know we
are in the middle of a data explosion.
This unprecedented explosion in data is not just
limited to volume. We are seeing new kinds of data
that are complex, diverse and could be linked in ways
that we do not fully comprehend. While the internet is
the primary driver for this explosion, the Internet of
Things will account for a large portion of the data
spurt. A lot of the data of the future will actually be
sensor generated through machine-machine (m2m)

communication. The possibilities created by the coexistence and mingling of machine data and humangenerated data are immense. Existing technologies
and paradigms for data management will be
stretched and, ultimately, be rendered redundant.
We need new ways to work with and understand all
the unstructured and voluminous new data.
Evolutions in in-memory storage, sensor technologies,
analytics platforms and Big Data technologies have
enabled capabilities in gathering and processing large
streams of unstructured data. However, data to
insight is a huge leap. Engineering Analytics can help
us make the leap. It presents companies the ability to
adapt and tailor solutions based on unique customer
experiences by analyzing real time data to measure
even intangible factors such as sentiment and
impact. Considering the immense possibilities,
Engineering Analytics will form the basis for and drive
the shift towards next generation connected services.
The ability to generate actionable insight, predict
outcomes and optimize systems will enable:


Real-time systems



Affordable, connected services



Design of Predictive systems



Safety



Security and Privacy



Next generation User Experience

Nowhere is data more relevant than in modern cars. The automotive industry is poised to become the
world’s second largest data producer. It is estimated that sensors in modern cars generate over a
gigabyte of data every hour. Much of this data from the cars is unstructured. Combine this with
collected and available data about driver preferences, usual travel times, fuel economy, average
speeds, location data, data on weather/traffic/road conditions, etc. we have something truly
meaningful. For example, an insurance company can use this data to gauge driver behavior. Insurance
payments could be potentially smaller for drivers who drive very little, during off peak hours, in low
traffic zones, etc. Every additional data set that becomes available creates potential for a new business
or a new way of doing things.

2. “Data rEvolution” CSC, http://assets1.csc.com/innovation/downloads/LEF_2011Data_rEvolution.pdf
3. Cisco Visual Network Index (VNI) Forecast and Methodology 2013 – 2018, Cisco
4. Cisco Data Meter, Cisco

Section 2:
Connected Things,
Connected Solutions
As we make progress across multiple technological
areas, the Internet of Things will start becoming
ubiquitous. It will transform industries and make
service delivery efficient, simpler, cheaper and
accessible. The IoT will drive numerous industries to
evolve and deliver Connected Solutions and
Connected Services. Multiple factors will drive this
shift towards Connected Solutions and Connected
Services. Sensor technology, real-time data and
engineering analytics means we have access to
unique and customer-specific insight. Advancements
in storage and computing give us more space and
power per dollar than at any other time in our
history. The cloud is becoming a natural choice for
even core engineering companies because of its
advantages in scaling and capital costs.

Everything that is connected will contribute data and
intelligence that could potentially make a physical
environment or process better. A network of
smarter things will ultimately enable companies
around the world to create, tailor and deliver tangibly
better solutions and services.
Sectors such as healthcare, industries and energy
present significant and immediate potential because
of the amount of complex and critical equipment that
they use and the quantum of real time data they
generate. The potential for IoT in the realm of
Connected Health, Connected Cities, Connected
Cars, Connected Factories, Connected Homes and
more could be worth billions of dollars in the near
future. In these areas and elsewhere, the Internet of
Things could be a means to realizing tangible ends by
delivering connected solutions and services that
make lives better, safer, convenient.

Multiple factors will influence the shift towards Connected Solutions and Connected Services.
The availability of unique customer specific insight and the ability to personalize solutions will
be the biggest drivers.

Section 3:
Tech Mahindra’s
Connected Engineering
Framework
A lot of IoT implementations must work with and on top of existing equipment and enterprise systems. Additionally,
there are multiple industry specific data and communication protocols in industries such as healthcare and
utilities. It is important that there is a framework that can work with and enable data sharing and communication
irrespective of the protocols currently used. The framework must be readily adaptable to multifarious industries
and applications with minimal cost implications.
Tech Mahindra’s Connected Engineering framework is a platform agnostic solution that can be leveraged to deliver
a range of connected services across industries. The platform features a layered Service Oriented Architecture
(SOA) that can be easily integrated with existing enterprise systems and platforms using both protocol adaptors
and application level adaptors.
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The framework has three main modules:
1. A ‘Smart Gateway Framework’ for collecting data from a variety of devices in the physical environment.
2. A platform for mapping data into a virtual environment through secure data transmission over standard
communication protocols.
3. Applications that provide intelligence, analytics and mobility capabilities for better decision making and
response.
The architecture is modular and offers comprehensive support for several communication and security protocols.
It can be adapted to provide services such as:
 Diagnostics
 Security
 Asset management
 Health monitoring
 Performance monitoring

Section 4:
Tech Mahindra’s
Connected Solutions
Some industries lend themselves more readily to change than others. One of the biggest advantages of IoT is its
applicability in several industries. IoT will have huge ramifications in multiple industries and areas. The biggest
opportunity for large scale improvement will, however, be its relevance in service delivery, operational analytics,
intelligence, security and others.
We illustrate a few examples in the ensuing section.

Connected
Healthcare
Patient monitoring sensors, remote device control, artificial intelligence, real time information and communication
can enable remote diagnostics, specialist intervention, robotics assisted surgery, etc.
Healthcare could benefit by optimizing the use of hospital beds and medical experts by monitoring patients with
chronic conditions at their homes even while reducing the necessity to visit hospitals.
Tech Mahindra's innovative Connected Healthcare solutions and services will improve healthcare outcomes, make
healthcare delivery cheaper and positively influence insurance costs.

Non-contact Health
Monitoring

Remote Patient
Monitoring

Wearable Health
Monitoring

Connected
Cars
Sensors in modern vehicles generate over a gigabyte of data every hour. While much of the data from the
vehicles is unstructured, combined with collected and available data about driver preferences, usual travel times,
fuel economy, average speeds, location data, data on weather/traffic/road conditions, etc., we can create some
truly meaningful solutions such as Usage Based Insurance.
Networking, mobility, analytics, cloud and sensor technologies are driving the shift to Connected Vehicles. Tech
Mahindra offers pre-built components for advanced, yet frugal Connected Vehicle solutions that can reduce your
development times by as much as 30%.

Telematics

Infotainment

Advanced Driver
Assistance Systems

Connected
Homes/Buildings
IoT will play a major role in next generation green buildings and lifestyles by integrating energy management, home
automation and security systems on a common platform. Secure, scalable Home Energy gateways that generate
efficiencies in energy consumption will double as security and lifestyle platforms too.
The ability to monitor and manage entire buildings and homes from remote phone/tablet based applications will be
the key driver for Smart Home solutions.
Tech Mahindra's Connected Homes solution with 80% pre-built components can be deployed for immediate energy
consumption benefits and improved security.

Energy Management
Applications

Home Infotainment
Applications

Home Security
Applications

Connected
Factories
Factories and production environments are equipment intensive. Connecting all the equipment to a platform and
harmonizing communication protocols and data can improve operational efficiency. Potential industrial applications
include the ability to monitor and predict potential failures and breakdowns of critical equipment through sensor
enablement and predictive analytics.
Other potential benefits include telematics, fuel monitoring systems, advanced sensing and imaging technologies,
remote prognostics and accident prevention. IoT can also help ensure the safety and security of remote
equipment and assets through remote monitoring. All this will lead to improved plant maintenance and uptime.
Tech Mahindra's industry leading Connected Factory solutions can deliver as much as a 20-30% improvement in
productivity.

Remote Condition
Monitoring Applications

Remote Diagnostics
Applications

Predictive Systems

A Few Other
Applications
Asset and Facilities Management (AM/FM)




Access and analyze information available on the
existing facilities
Manage assets and facilities effectively
Ideal
for
property
management,
space
management, asset procurement, movement and
tracking

Building Automation




Live monitoring of energy consumption by
appliances
Intelligent automation such as temperature,
humidity and light based on monitored data
Data collection and integration from metering
equipment

Energy Management





Energy management for commercial power
houses, generators, battery packs, etc.
Remote operation and shut-off
Predictive diagnostics to avoid shut downs and
repairs
Identify fuel pilferage and unaccounted usage

Driver Behavior Analytics








Telematics unit connected to the cloud
Uses vehicle CAN data and rule based analytics
Live vehicle health details
Driver Rating analytics
Green Driving analytics
Social network interface
Customized UI and widget support

Wearable Multi Parameter Monitor








Remote Patient Monitoring through remote
viewers for viewing patient data using phones and
tablets
Integrated ECG, Resp and Temperature sensors
Integrated wireless connectivity for hassle free
patient movement and patient data upload to
cloud
Integrated data storage and cloud connectivity
option
Integrated accelerometer for patient movement,
fall detection and posture tracking

Section 5:
Conclusion
The Internet of Things is based on the idea that
several things we use could be made smarter. In
fact, anything that houses a microprocessor could
be designed to communicate. Homes, organizations
and factories use a wide range of microprocessor
controlled appliances and equipment. However,
most of them operate in isolation and remain
‘passive’. The potential in connecting them to other
equipment and making them an ‘active’ part of a
network is significant. We have already outlined a
few scenarios where the ability to create closed-loop
intelligent systems using IoT could make a
difference.
IoT is a powerful idea that will change our
processes, improve our services and make our lives
better. IoT will further make significant strides with
improvements in storage, sensors, connectivity,
analytics and mobility.

What we can do with so many active, connected
and smart devices is limited only by imagination.
Imagine connecting your home to your life. The next
time you come to your home, you can find it at just
the right temperature and the right amount of
lighting you like. Your laundry would have been done
and your dishes cleaned and ready for use. You do
not have to worry about switching off your TV when
you leave or making use of low-cost off-peak hours
for your high power consumption appliances. And,
all of this happens without your intervention. The
day when your home and the things in it become
smarter is not very far away.
Tech Mahindra’s connected solutions built with our
Connected Engineering Framework are not only
futuristic and scalable addressing the industry
challenges but also a reality of today.
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